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The CRJ team has been busy! In the last few months, we have taken part in the Major Events International Conference, the Crisis Conference 2018, the European Forum for Disaster Risk Reduction (EFDRR) in Rome, the International Disaster Response Expo (IDR) and International Security Expo. And it was a genuine pleasure to meet so many readers and authors from our community.

The EFDRR was co-organised by the UNISDR and the Italian Civil Protection Directorate and I was honoured to moderate a panel on ‘Managing multi-hazard risks’, a natural progression from an earlier session on ‘Addressing the Grey Rhino and Black Swan’.

The audience engaged enthusiastically with the panel on issues ranging from societal factors to the role of the banking and private sector in disaster risk reduction, food security and, most importantly, how climate is the overarching threat that will affect just about every sphere of our lives. We all could have talked for much, much longer.

At the IDR in London, my presentation took the theme of ‘Trends in Disasters’. This was a logical continuation of the themes raised at the EFDRR and which run through this edition, bringing in the added threads of security, geopolitics, societal division and polarisation, and how hybrid threats can exploit crises to influence thoughts and actions (p30, 44 and 50).

I examined how ageing and young demographics will affect disaster preparedness and response planning, and how thwarted aspiration and poorly-served young populations link to migration, geopolitics and urbanisation. I touched upon fragile states in disasters (p44), how economies and geopolitics must be framed within environmental and climate factors, along with how today’s crises are challenging our existing funding mechanisms (p78) and how different response actors can work more closely with each other in disasters (p52).

Our social and political frameworks seem to be disintegrating at a time when they are needed the most, especially when we consider the gargantuan Grey Rhino of climate change and increasingly extreme weather events.

All this leads to some sobering conclusions. We are not doing enough. We are still working in silos. Some sectors are still not engaging sufficiently. We are still not standing back and seeing the big picture. These high impact risks are all highly likely – so why are we not confronting them in a unified way?
Interconnected societies require responses that are innovative, dynamic, broad thinking and wide-ranging and there is a European project that helps practitioners achieve these goals. Driving Innovation in Crisis Management for European Resilience (Driver+), financed under the EU’s Seventh Framework Programme, creates an environment for practitioners to address the operational gaps they face and to find ways to overcome those gaps. The project also provides the tools and environment for practitioners to learn about innovative socio-technological solutions, and assess them in simulated contexts, so that they can evaluate how the solutions respond to their needs.

Practitioners have been absolutely central to the Driver+ approach right from the beginnings; they were invited to identify challenges and needs they face and open calls were then held for solution providers to present innovations and how they could address them. One of the main pillars towards achieving the project’s goals is its trials – four large events designed to let users assess how these new solutions can actually help them address their needs and contribute to their capacity building. Each trial presents a different scenario under simulated conditions. Users are then able to evaluate in a concrete way how the solutions respond to their needs and see the potential added value of these solutions in managing large-scale incidents. The feedback they provide is invaluable, as it allows solutions with high innovative potential to be improved even further and it contributes to building up the know-how of the way trials are carried out.

The first trial was held during May 2018 at the premises of the Main School of Fire Service, Poland’s principal educational institution for crisis management professionals. The scenario in this particular trial consisted of an industrial accident that simulated a toxic spill, affecting two neighbouring countries. This trial demonstrated the added value of a more integrated high-level crisis management system in the EU, in terms of improved situation assessment and awareness, co-ordination, resource pooling and sharing, and cross-border co-operation. It also demonstrated the potential benefits of a Common Operational Picture (COP) at European level and featured solutions that were designed to improve interoperability between agencies. Participants evaluated three very different solutions in virtual and outdoor contexts and assessed how well their
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**Innovation for resilience**

How can societies become more resilient in the face of ever more threatening disasters? How can crisis management practitioners strengthen their capacity building in a structured way to improve response to unpredictable natural or human-caused disasters? João Dias describes a European project that aims to help
pre-identified operational gaps had been addressed. The second trial, held in France in October 2018, was based on the scenario of a wildfire threatening urban interfaces, a topical background considering the devastating forest fires that have affected Greece and Sweden this summer. The aim was to improve co-operation and co-ordination between organisations and agencies from different countries.

The trial investigated how the selected solutions could improve crisis management by developing interoperability and co-ordination in response operations, and supporting a common understanding among those involved. The project’s next two trials will take place in The Netherlands and Austria during 2019.

Another major pillar of the Driver+ project is the Innovation for Crisis Management (I4CM) events, which are designed to facilitate interaction between a broad spectrum of stakeholders, including policymakers, practitioners, experts and industry representatives. In September 2018 the project organised the third edition of I4CM, held in Warsaw at the Copernicus Science Centre.

### Broad spectrum of stakeholders

14CM’s main purpose is to bring people from the crisis management sector together in a meaningful way and this meant the programme went beyond a regular conference; it was an interactive event where participants were encouraged to exchange experiences and learn from each other. Beyond the conference’s three panels, I4CM hosted workshops and demonstrations of: The Driver+ test-bed infrastructure (the environment that allows practitioners to simulate crisis scenarios and assess their solutions); the portfolio of solutions (the web-based catalogue that showcases solutions and allows practitioners to search for the most appropriate response to their questions); the trial guidance methodology and guidance tool (which assists practitioners with designing, conducting and assessing trials for themselves); and the Crisis Management Innovation Network Europe (CMINE – a community of practice to exchange experiences with peers and other experts). A hands-on demonstration of these tools was also provided to demonstrate how these vital components of the project work together.

Participants could also learn about other European crisis management projects, networks and solutions in I4CM’s workshops, marketplace and poster area. Sixteen solution providers took part, some of which have been selected to take part in the first two Driver+ trials. This allowed them to learn about the state of play of innovation in crisis management across several areas.

Another added value of I4CM lies in how it fosters networking and the exchange of synergies and experiences between participants. By bringing together people with different policy and operational backgrounds in a dynamic event, I4CM encourages productive discussions in several formats and allows its participants to learn from each other.

During the conference, discussions were held on the topics of interagency and cross border co-operation, sharing and co-ordinating information and the importance of standards development in crisis management. Speakers stressed the importance of information sharing among practitioners and agencies, within and between countries. They provided examples from their own experience, including the lack of co-ordination between rescuers and the latest developments in crisis management practice. Indeed, some of the core messages at I4CM were about the importance of information sharing and how this is not just about technology, but also about creating a culture of sharing. There are concrete examples of how this is changing: the European Commission supports the replication of communication protocols across the EU and provides assistance to authorities who want to do this.

Standardisation also enjoyed a significant exposure at I4CM, with a dedicated panel discussion in which examples were given of how standards are being developed and adopted at an European and global level. “Standards are some of the most powerful tools we have,” said Patricia Compard of the French Ministry of Interior, pointing out that practitioners can achieve a common language and harmonised processes and practices, as well as greater trust between stakeholders at all levels.

The EU is assisting practitioners with developing standards that can be applied throughout all member countries.

Philippe Quevauviller of DG HOME highlighted how standards are part of the Commission’s Secure Societies programme and added the Commission has: “Established networks with practitioners and we can tell you if your idea can become a standard to be used by organisations.”

The third edition of I4CM attested to how the Driver+ project is contributing to the development of a European crisis management culture and how its approach is being used by policymakers and practitioners to improve and innovate, when it comes to handling disasters and building capacity. The success of the event highlighted the need for closer and more ambitious exchanges and connections within the European crisis management community.
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